Multiple Answers:

Remark allows questions to have more than one correct response. You must identify the logic to be used.

**AND** An “and” indicator states that all correct responses must be selected for the question to be correct. For instance: If A and D are indicated on the key with an and condition:

- A B C D (correct, both responses were chosen)
- A B C D (incorrect, D was omitted)
- A A C D (incorrect, A was omitted)
- A A C D (incorrect, B is not a correct response)
- A A C D (incorrect, Blank)

**OR** An “or” can be used when you want one or the other counted as correct, not more than one/both. This prevents students from guessing and selecting several responses to try to choose the correct answer. For instance: If A and D indicated on the key with an or condition:

- A B C D (incorrect, more than one response was chosen)
- A B C D (correct, A is a valid response)
- A B C D (correct, D is a valid response)
- A B C D (incorrect, too many and an incorrect response)
- A B C D (incorrect, Blank)

Steps:

- Mark the correct answers for the multiple mark question on your exam key sheet
- On the back of your request form, write the question number and choose if “and” or “or” is to be used